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•  Fleet size of 26 vehicles ranging from 14 to 54 
Passengers. 

Three generations. One legacy of service.

Our roots stem back four generations to Edwin & Leah 
Wolf, who owned a humble service station that sold 
trucks to the local York Springs community. In the early 
1930’s their son Paul acquired the business. In 1938 he 
added a single school bus to the list of services provided 
in order to offer transportation to any student attending 
York Springs High School.

Paul continued his parent’s tradition of offering great 
service, and in less than ten years, Wolf’s grew to include 
multiple buses and a shuttle system for soldiers and 
commuting workers. In 1947, after earning the regulatory 
authorization for bus chartering, Wolf’s Bus Lines was 
officially born.

Since then, our fleet has continued to grow and our 
services have expanded to offering motorcoach trips and 
tours to some of the country’s most popular destinations. 
Over the years as ownership passed down to Paul’s sons, 
Edwin & Bradley, and now Bradley’s daughters, Tracy 
& Tammy, the family’s commitment to ensuring our 
passenger’s safety, comfort, & delight has never wavered.

The Wolf Family
For three generations, our family has been dedicated 

to the same time-honored values Wolf’s Bus Lines was 
founded on about servantly years ago: unrivaled service, 
hospitality, reliability, and loyalty. No matter the journey, 
you can trust Wolf’s to make you feel like a true member 
of the pack. The very moment you step on board a Wolf’s 
Bus, you will see why we lead the pack in tours, charters, 
and experience that you will never forget.

Today, Wolf’s Bus Lines is run by the third generation 
of the Wolf Family – Tammy Wolf-Baker and Tracy 
Wolf-Stroyny. The fourth generation Gage Baker has 
joined the family business and will graduate from 
Shippensburg University May 2021. We pride ourselves 
on being family owned and operated, allowing us to 

continue the values and traditions that have made this 
bus company what it is today.

TAMMY WOLF-BAKER
Married to both her high school sweetheart, Larry, 

and the business, Tammy is the dynamo behind the 
tourbook. She plans every detail of every trip and then 
she translates that to print. She may be small, but she 
slays this Herculean task! Her job does not stop there. 
She also quotes charters, books buses and holds the 
office together. When she does take a break from work, 
you can find her at a hockey rink somewhere on the East 
Coast watching her boys, Gage and Cade, both devoted 
hockey players.

TRACY WOLF-STROYNY
Recently married to the love of her life, but never 

forsaking her family business, Tracy’s been full time 
with Wolf’s since a few years after high school. She’s the 
keeper of the cash and the one who creates the splash. 
Tracy takes care of accounting and marketing! She is 
skilled enough to wear a variety of hats – and does it 
well. Always in fashion and the brains behind many 
of our new ideas, Tracy is a vital part of what Wolf’s is 
today. Here’s a fun fact you might not know – Tracy was 
born in England! P
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IATammy Wolf-Baker and 
Tracy Wolf-Stroyny

Wolf’s Bus Lines 
Owners

tammy@wolfsbus.com 
tracy@wolfsbus.com


